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Important note
A “Geant4 course” is typically one week long, here we can only do a very short 
introduction to characterize what the tool can do.

Hands on exercises are provided with this course, today we can only start doing the 
exercises, but you can keep the Virtual Machine I have created and the code, so you 
can continue to test them out on your own if you are interested. 

There are several full-week courses organized around the world, we are always happy 
to organize a course at your university, check Geant4 website for announcements 
(http://www.geant4.org) 

Image courtesy of CERN 
http://cern.ch

http://www.geant4.org
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RAD



What do these applications have in common?

The study of the interaction of radiation (e.g. 
particles, x-rays) with matter has applications in 
several scientific areas:
• Basic research (e.g. at accelerators to 

discover new phenomena)
• Medical imaging (e.g. x-rays)
• Medical treatment (e.g. radio-therapy)
• Industrial (e.g. energy production, shielding)
Essential tools in these fields are 
simulation programs. The most precise are 
based on Monte Carlo techniques
Several codes exists: Geant4 is one of them, the 
most widely adopted

Image courtesy of CERN 
http://cern.ch



Physics Requirements

HEP calorimeter

Medical  linac
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CERN Experiments alone:
• Large universities and computing centers
• at least 35x106 CPU hours / year dedicated to LHC/Geant4

Medical MC simulations:
• 7 CPU hours for a single neck/head radiation treatment validation
• 20 Millions of treatment planning per year in US only
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Overview

Part 1: Introduction
− Historical Notes
− Basics of Monte Carlo Method
− Basics of Monte Carlo for Radiation Transport

 



Part 1



Historical Notes: Monte Carlo 
Method
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Monte Carlo method : definition

• The Monte Carlo method is a stochastic method for 
numerical integration.
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Buffon’s needle
• Buffon's Needle is one of the oldest problems in the field 

of geometrical probability. It was first stated in 1777. It 
involves dropping a needle on a lined sheet of paper and 
determining the probability of the needle crossing one of 
the lines on the sheet. The remarkable result is that the 
probability is directly related to the value of π.

• The needle in the picture misses the line. The needle will 
hit the line if x ≤ Lsin(θ). Assuming L ≤ D, how often will 
this occur?

θ
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Buffon’s needle

Number of drops (n) = 1
Number of hits (h) = 1
Pcut = h/n = 1
π = (2 L / D) * ( n / h ) 
    = 2 / Pcut ~ 2
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Buffon’s needle

π
…
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Buffon’s needle

π
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Buffon’s needle

π
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Buffon’s needle

… ➡π
…
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Monte Carlo methods for radiation transport

•

•

•
•

•
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Pioneers of the Monte Carlo simulation method



Basis of MC method
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Simplest case – decay in flight (1)

• Suppose an unstable particle of life time t is flying with initial momentum p.
– Distance to travel before decay : d = t v

• The life time t is a random value with probability density function

• t  is determined from the cumulative distribution function. Generate a random number r 
with uniform probability on [0,1)

• From r on [0,1), one can sample the value t with:

t = F-1( r ) = -τ ln( 1 – r )  0 < r < 1
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Simplest case – decay in flight (2)

•

•
π ➡μ+ νμ     
π ➡ μ+ νμ γ   
π+ ➡ ν
π ➡ ν γ
π ➡ ν π
π ➡ ν

• Select a decay channel by shooting a random number

• In the rest frame of the parent particle, rotate decay products
in θ [0,π) and φ [0,2π) by shooting two random numbers

• Finally, Lorentz-boost the decay products

• You need 4 random numbers to simulate one decay in flight

0                              0.999877 0.999879          1
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Random number generators (RNG)

• At the core of all Monte Carlo calculations is some mechanism to produce a long 
sequence of random numbers ri that are uniformly distributed over the open 
interval [0,1)

• A true random sequence could, in principle, be obtained by coupling to our 
computer some external device that would produce a truly random signal.

• Would be impossible to debug a Monte Carlo code if, on every run, a different 
sequence of random numbers were used: reproducibility
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pRNG: properties
A pRNG needs a seed to start a sequence. It will always 
produce the same sequence when initialized with that state. 
 
The period of a pRNG is defined as the maximum, over all 
starting seeds, of the length of the repetition-free of the 
sequence. We want a large period
 
Most pRNG algorithms produce sequences which are 
uniformly distributed. We want an algorithm that does not 
show correlations on its output.
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pRNG example: LCG

Linear Congruential Generator:
function lcg( Xn , a , c, m ):
    return (a*Xn+c) % m      
The “art” is to find a good set of parameters: a,c,m
For example for GCC implementation (rand() in stdlib.h): m=231 , a=1103515245 , c = 12345



Part 2
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Overview

Part 2: Geant4 Toolkit
General architecture
Geometry
Physics
Geant4 extensions
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Basic components
A detector simulation program requires at least the following three components:

− Geometry description module: to describe the experimental setup in terms of shapes, 
materials, relative positioning

− Physics modules: to cover all particles, energies and interaction types of interest
− Primary definition/generation: to describe what are the properties (species, 4-momenta) of the 

first particles that “appear” in the setup (can be provided by an external tool, e.g. a generator 
-PYTHIA, HERWIG,...- for HEP)

A system (user-hooks) to interact with the simulation and extract the physics quantities must be provided 
(e.g. scorers that record energy deposits in specified regions)
Alternative, useful components:

− Analysis tools to create histograms and store data in files
− Visualization drivers (to display geometry and possibly tracks and doses)
− System integration tools: MPI interfaces to submit jobs on clusters, scripting/macro systems

The following is based on Geant4 internals, but many concepts are common 
to all MC detector simulation tools 
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Semi-classical Approach
In Geant4, a particle that flies through a detector is treated as a classical particle, as a 
point-like object which has a well-defined momentum at each instant:

− Space-time position (t, x, y, z)
− Energy-momentum  (E, px, py, pz)

This is a reasonable approximation, given that in most practical situations particles are seen as 
“tracks” in macroscopic detectors
 
Geant4 is based on a semi-classical approach, because the particles are treated classically, but 
their interactions - cross sections and final states - often take into account the results
of quantum-mechanical effects 
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Simulation in Steps

Treat one particle at the time and treat a particle in steps
 
For each step
1. the step length is determined by the cross sections of the physics processes and 

the geometrical boundaries
2. if new particles are created, add them to the list of particles to be transported
3. local energy deposit; effect of magnetic and electric fields;
4. if the particle is destroyed by the interaction, or it reaches the end of the 

apparatus, then the simulation of this particle is done



Next particle

Still alive
Ekin > cut

Inside World

Continuous part
(along the step)

Find next step
(physics process or
volume boundary)

Discrete part
(post step)

Create new 
particles

Energy 
deposits

Fields effects

End of the Event

End of the particle

Yes

No

Ye
sNo



Examples of Applications
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Radiation Simulation and Monte Carlo Method - M. Asai (SLAC) 35MAXIISS Columbus AMS
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Geometry
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Creating a detector in Geant4

Three steps procedure: 
1) G4Shape: Create a Volume (e.g. shape), with the correct 

dimension
2) G4LogicalVolume: Assign one (and only one) material to the 

shape, optionally assign a magnetic field and “sensitivity”
3) G4VPhysicalVolume: Place one (or more) logical volumes inside 

another logical volume, specifying the position and rotation w.r.t. 
the mother

Repeat for all volumes of the detector
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Define detector geometry

Geometry I - M.Asai (SLAC) 41

Solid : shape and sizeLogical volume : 
+ material, sensitivity, etc.

Physical volume :
 + rotation and position
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Key geometry capabilities
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Physics
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Geant4 Physics 
Geant4 provides a wide variety of physics components

Physics components are coded as processes
− a process is a class which tells a particle how to interact
− Geant4 provides many of these

Processes are classified as
− electromagnetic, hadronic, decay, or transportation
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Geant4 Electromagnetic Packages
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Partial Hadronic Catalog
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What is a Physics List?

A software artifact that collects all the particles, physics 
processes and production thresholds needed for your 
application

It is a very flexible way to build a physics environment
− user can pick the particles he wants
− user can pick the physics to assign to each particle

Geant4 provides several “production physics lists” which are 
routinely validated and updated with each release
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Production Physics Lists

FTFP_BERT
− recommended by Geant4 for HEP
− contains all standard EM processes
− uses Bertini-style cascade for hadrons < 5 GeV
− uses FTF (Fritiof) model for high energies ( > 4 GeV)

 
QGSP_BERT

− all standard EM processes
− Bertini-style cascade up to 9.9 GeV
− QGS model for high energies (> ~18 GeV)
− FTF in between



Recent extensions



Geant4 Strategy for parallelism

Core

Core

Node

User Interface Application

MPI

thread

Algorithms
improvements

thread

Algorithms 
improvements

MPI

thread

Algorithms 
improvements

thread

Algorithms 
improvementsWe provide defaults for all level of parallelism, users can overwrite with experiment 

framework specific technologies
E.g. LHC experiments: GRID instead of MPI, TBB instead of pthread



Throughput in sequential mode
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AMD Opteron™  Processor 
6128

Geant4 versions

Re-architecting Geant4
for multithreading 

What to do when this is not enough or you cannot
compromise on physics precision?

An example outside of Geant4 collaboration
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Monte Carlo for e/γ radiotherapy simulation
N. Henderson http://goo.gl/dPhI9i

http://goo.gl/dPhI9i
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MPEXS: a GPU–Accelerated MC for radiation therapy

Goal: at least x100 speedup to 
make real-time medical MC 
calculations possible

• enabling scientific breakthrough

How?
Reduce complexity and specialize: 
choose correct tool for your problem

N. Henderson http://goo.gl/dPhI9i

http://goo.gl/dPhI9i


Physics Results compatible with Geant4
(host) applicationMPEXS

(MPEXS-G4)/G4

N. Henderson http://goo.gl/dPhI9i

http://goo.gl/dPhI9i


N. Henderson http://goo.gl/dPhI9i

MPEXS

MPEXS

G4/MPEXS

G4/MPEXS

Geant4-DNA already
Ported to CUDA

Working on Binary Cascade
 (for proton therapy)

http://goo.gl/dPhI9i


Physics Extensions



Holes / Phonons simulation
Simulation of phonons in ultra-cold crystals: isotope scattering 
and mode mixing ; anharmonic down conversion ; reflection 
processes implemented

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B7FoVnXGnZ8iMXBRSEZLamd3SG8/preview


Electrons in crystals

Simulation of drifting carriers in conduction bands

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B7FoVnXGnZ8ianRFVUtrXzlzNkE/preview
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Nuclear dechanneling length 
W. Scandale et al., Phys. Lett. B 

680 (2009) 129 Geant4 Channeling

Ln = (1.53 ± 0.35 ± 0.20) mm Ln = (1.31 ± 0.05) mm







So Long, and Thanks for All the Fish

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B7FoVnXGnZ8ia0xiNU1XRmpuVTg/preview

